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Keith Scott Morton Hello, Yellow: The desire to cut inspired Ann Nicholson to help neglect a North Carolina bungalow on Sunset Drive live up to its glowing title. See how the vivid imagination and bucket of yellow paint have made this house shine. 1 of the 14 Sunny Front Door I'm always on the lookout for an ugly duckling, says designer
Ann Nicholson, referring to the day she and her husband, Charles, stopped before what is now their very bright, very lively Raleigh, North Carolina, home. There it was: a 1910 Craftsman-style bungalow with zero curb appeal, a partially gutted interior, and a for sale by the owner of a sign pushed into an overgrown lawn. Immediately, I
pulled out a pen to make jot notes on a wrinkled paper napkin. Nine months later, with the help of builder Chris Jokisch, a fully renovated bungalow with its receptacle addition from the back, a brand new wagon-house-style garage, garden pavilion, and lattice enclosed courtyard proved a glowing success. Deliberately rigid jardin-style
plantings give structure and cheerful richness to the outside. The same applies to canvas drapes on the porch. The courtyard, lined with a grate, accessible from the kitchen, is playfully enhanced by topiaries, garden sculptures and benches. 2 of the 14 light living room walls have been removed and windows have been added to decorate
the abode. The sun's saffron palette, which Ann borrowed from a house on Sunset Drive, was described as neutral in the house. Radiant and invigorating, yellow shines in every room of the 2,600-square-foot home, as well as on its appearance, for an accent. For a bold, graphic feel, add black and white furniture with strong silhouettes to
a room already bright with color. Antiques provide warmth. To minimize clutter and hide electronics, Ann designed cabinets that mimic the panels on the flank of the fireplace, which was moved to this room from another area in the house. 3 of 14 Designer Ann Nicholson's look is deliberately happy and playful, says Ann. We were cutting
out of a big house, and I wanted the transition to be fun, to feel as if we were happily going to the theatre - or pop art painting. 4 of the 14 Airy Dining Room To create a small house with large rooms, the wall was removed in the kitchen and the ceiling was raised. French doors and windows were added to let in a lot more light. And the new
addition, hidden from the street, supplied square meters. The kitchen opens in an airy addition. Beams with Nicholson's farm accent ceiling above the island's makeshift kitchen, fashioned from a marble buffet. Yellow lampshades and dark furniture are lightened with modern dining and white leather wing chairs, well-loved by the couple's
three beagles, Andy, Opie and Floyd. French doors lead to the courtyard. 5 of the 14 Before the outer trees overflowed the house, the railing of the veranda was lacking, and the lack of landscaping made the house inhospitable. To highlight the clean lines of bungalows, the new porch was there and the old roof was replaced by an
authentic faux slate roof. The weary aluminum siding was exchanged for the predestined James Hardie planking. 6 out of 14 Before The Interior This Wall has been removed. The fireplace was moved, its side shelves used for the kitchen cupboard. 7 of the 14 Kitchen Antique Buffet, Statue, and purpose-built armoire for refrigerator play
down kitchen functionality. DEVICES: SUB-ZIRO, WOLF. TILE: GAINEY. 8 of the 14 Sunshine-y Hallway Refren's favorite Beatles song is repeated over doors. 9 of the 14 Carriage Style Garage Doors Vintage Bike is parked in front of the new carriage-style garage. DOORS: JELD-WEN. 10 of the 14 Elegant Office Drama black, white
and yellow playfully undermined the upholstery of the chair that the cloak was vinyl. Eleven of the 14 Marble bathroom mirrors, one hiding Robern medicine cabinet, enhances the bath. FIXTURES: KOHLER. 12 out of 14 Baroque mirror Baroque mirror creates the illusion of space. Thirteen of the 14 black and white striped bedrooms are
lined with batting, Ronald Gasper's upholstery covers the bedroom walls. BED: MITCHELL GOLD AND BOB WILLIAMS. 14 of the 14 pairs of Living Room furniture create a visual rhythm. BLANKET: DENIS SCHMIDT. Each item on this page was curated by the editor of ELLE Decor. We can earn a commission on some of the items you
choose to buy. March 8, 2011 Photographer: Keith Scott Morton 1 of 9 There's no doubt it's a yellow color that lifts the spirits, says designer Bunny Williams. When painting walls, yellow is often a hard color to get right. It often goes too green or too pale and washed out. I love yellows that have some depth to them and are not timid.
Farrow and Yellow Ground Ball and Greenhouse are two of my favorites. 2 of 9 Color Code: Yellow This gorgeous Color Farrow and Orange Ball, williams says. It's a beautiful combination of yellow and saffron and makes this room, which doesn't have a lot of light, feel like the sun is shining every minute. The strong color in the small
space gives it a direct character and has a great influence. 3 out of 9 Stephen Sills I rarely use strong shades of yellow, says designer Stephen Sills. I prefer faded and tinted down yellow to make the environment peaceful. 4 of 9 Color Code: Yellow For this house, I used yellow to hug the bright Florida sun, says Sills. The walls are warm-
colored toast in addition to lemon-yellow upholstery. I love yellow in a monochrome scheme. 5 out of 9 Robert Couturier yellow, which says: Hello, says designer Robert Couturier. I love and am inspired by yellow - he lives in the natural light of the room and appears by candlelight during a dinner party. 6 out of 9 Color Code: Yellow Yellow
has warmth like the sun and raises color, which helps promote communication, says Couturier, who used a pale hue in this apartment he designed for the style of journalist Amy Fine Collins . yellow creates a sense of well-being and encourages positive thoughts. It energizes 7 out of 9 Jamie Drake What could be better than being
surrounded by the sun even on a gray day, says designer Jamie Drake. Strong yellow will do just that. I love yellow with a touch of red in it, so it stays warm and bright as an optimistic embrace. 8 of 9 Color Code: Yellow This Connecticut living room is a delight even on a stormy Northeast day, says Drake. Walls of high glitter varnish to
amplify every drop of light in a deep room with windows at just one end. Fresh white moldings define space, while turquoise and teal padding is an unusual addition of 9 of the next repairs with color advertising - Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Displaying all the articles labeled: lunchtime beauty 3/28/2018 spring edition of fashion 3/6/2017 Spring Biggest Trends Organized, Simplified, and ExplainedFrom Giant Bags, Oversized Earrings, and destructed trench coats for each
color... but mostly yellow. The appearance of the day 5/17/2016 is the look of the day 4/25/2014 kind of day 10/22/2013 the look of the day 10/16/2013 three trend 9/13/2009 Usher Spring with shades of YellowThe sunny hue appears on everything from blouses to belts. Andreas von Einsiedel/Getty Images This relaxing outdoor veranda
has dark brown wooden beams and furniture in a variety of medium and dark wood tones, as well as natural elements such as woven carpet, caning on chairs, and a wicker coffee table that is raised with soft, sunny yellow on the walls. The color brings light to the shaded area and glows when the dappled light flows in. To try this color
combination at home, pair a lush brown velvet sofa with yellow paint on the walls, or highlight a dark chocolate brown painted wall accent with a mustard linen-covered sofa or armchair. So you have a wonderful picture of your kids or dogs and you want to have some fun by removing the background and dropping in a different
background? Or maybe you just want to remove the background in the picture so you can use it on a website or digital document? There are many ways to go about removing the background from the images and they will all give you different results. It is best to try a few different methods in the picture and see which one gives you the
best results. In this post, I'm going to write about three methods: using PowerPoint, using a website called ClippingMagic and using an app on your Android phone or iOS called Background Eraser. Remove the background using PowerPoint For desktop users with PowerPoint installed, you can remove the backgrounds very easily and
fine-tune, parts you want to save or remove. To get started, open PowerPoint, click on Insert, and then click on Pictures. Choose your own and then click on the Insert button. Once your photo is uploaded to the slide, click on it to bring up the Picture Tools feed. In the far left, you'll see a button called Delete background. When you press
this button, it will automatically try to identify the background and highlight it in purple. Normally, this is not ideal and you will see that parts of what you want are highlighted purple and vice versa. In my example, PowerPoint is not properly detecting the face of one dog and noses for all three! You can easily fix this by clicking on the mark
area to keep the button in the top left. Then you just click and drag from one place to another that you want to save. When you let go, it will automatically figure out which part to hold. This may eventually add more purple to the other part of the image, but you can just draw another line to fix it. Here you can see that I had to draw a couple
of lines to get only dogs. The Mark Areas to Remove button works the same way, except that it will mark the purple area for removal. When satisfied with editing, click Keep Changes. The background must now disappear and you're good to go! At this point you can click the right button on the image and choose Save as an image. In order
to stay transparent, you need to make sure that you save the file as PNG or as a GIF. The JPEG format does not support transparency. You can also add a new background at the same time to PowerPoint by inserting a new picture and then right clicking on the original image and selecting Bring to the front. Here I pasted a picture of the
clouds and then moved my dog picture to the front. When you remove a background with PowerPoint, it automatically makes the remote part transparent, so you don't have to manually make the background transparent. When you remove the background, you can see a little background around the edges of the main subject. It's really
hard to remove in some images, but there's a good trick that makes the cutout look much better in PowerPoint. Click the right button on the image and select The Image Format. Now expand the soft edges and increase the size by a couple of points. You can see below how the image of the dog looks better than the original top. Any
background residues will be removed when the edges are softened. Remove the background using Clipping Magic If you don't have PowerPoint installed, you can try a website called ClippingMagic that pretty much does the same. Either drag and lower the image in the box, or click Upload Image. Now all you have to do is draw the green
and red sections on the image. Click on the green plus icon and draw only inside the image section you want to save. Next, click on the red minus icon and draw next to the section you want to save. A yellow line will automatically appear around the main item. On the right you'll immediately see a preview of the image. If you're not happy,
you can click Clean the button and start over. You can also adjust the size of the brush if you feel it is too big by pressing the brush button at the bottom. If you need to erase any green or red lines, click on the Eraser button. Overall, it works very well and is super easy to use. Alternatively, you can press the edge button and add
smoothing and feathers effects to get rid of any background residue. If you are dealing with hair, you know it may feel impossible to get rid of the background between hundreds of hair, but you can press the hair button and read instructions on how to fix the problem. The only downside of this site is that you have to pay to upload a copy of
your image. Not only do they require you to sign up for a monthly plan rather than a one-time fee, which I wouldn't mind paying if it was something really cheap. So that's what I suggest you do. Click on the background below and choose white. Now just take a screenshot of your image and save it on your computer. Now you can use a tool
like PowerPoint to make the white background transparent. It's not the best solution, but it's better than subscribe if you just need to remove the background on one image. Remove the background using a background eraser If you take most of your photos from your smartphone now, it will probably be easier to just download an app that
can help you remove the background. Here are the ones I'm offering for iOS and Android: iOS - Android - Once you install the iOS app, Background Eraser will give you a blank screen as shown below. Click on a small icon in the top left that has a mountain on it. When you agree, go ahead and choose a picture from the camera roll. Once
you've downloaded the image, you'll see the buttons at the bottom turn on. You can trim and customize the colors, etc. if you like. In our case, we want to click on Erase. The erasure tools will appear at the bottom. By default, Erase is selected, and if you start moving your hand over the image, it will start to wear off. There are a few things
to note. First, the width is set to the max and you can adjust it using a slider. In addition, there is a shift, so when you move your finger across the screen, the erasure will be offset from your finger, so you can actually see what you are erasing. You can also adjust this offset with a slider. Next, Restore will do the opposite of Erase and
return any part of the image you move with your finger. TargetArea is very convenient and will allow you to simply click on an area with a similar background and delete it automatically. This is good for sections that have solid colors. TargetColor You choose one color in the image and erase it elsewhere In the image. Finally, reverse invert
the choice. Using a combination of tools, you can remove exactly the parts of the image that you want. Note that you can also pinch to zoom in, making it very easy to get rid of those hard to get to the parts. Finally, when you're done, click on the Ready link and then click on the arrow in the top right direction. Now you can save the image
on the camera roll, send it via email or share it on social media. You can also choose from different sizes and choose between PNG and JPEG. Hopefully now you have all the tools you need to remove the background from the image easily! If you have any questions, feel free to comment. Enjoy! Enjoy! cool black and yellow backgrounds.
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